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A minimum energy cost hypothesis for human arm trajectories

Abstract. Many tasks require the arm to move from its initial position to a specified target position, but leave us free to choose the trajectory between them. 
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Abstract. Many tasks require the arm to move from its initial position to a specified target position, but leave us free to choose the trajectory between them. This paper presents and tests the hypothesis that trajectories are chosen to minimize metabolic energy costs. Costs are calculated for the range of possible trajectories, for movements between the end points used in previously published experiments. Calculated energy minimizing trajectories for a model with biarticular elbow muscles agree well with observed trajectories for fast movements. Good agreement is also obtained for slow movements if they are assumed to be performed by slower muscles. A model in which all muscles are uniarticular is less successful in predicting observed trajectories. The effects of loads and of reversing the direction of movement are investigated.



1 Introduction I move my hand forward to operate the controls of my car, or I lift an object onto a high shelf. In many actions like these, the hand moves from a defined starting point to a defined target, but we are free to choose the trajectory between these end points. We may move the hand along a straight path or a curved one. We may choose to move it faster at some stages of the movement and more slowly at others. The trajectories that we use are highly predictable, for any given pair of end points (Soechting and Lacquaniti 1981; Atkeson and Hollerbach 1985; Flash 1987). Why do we use these particular trajectories? This question has been tackled from two different points of view. Some authors have sought to explain trajectory selection in terms of planning strategies. The most obvious simple strategies are to move the hand along a straight line, or to keep the ratio of the angular velocities of shoulder and elbow constant. Hollerbach and Atkeson (1987) showed that neither of these gave consistently realistic predictions of arm movements in a vertical plane and proposed a strategy of staggered joint interpolation.. Other authors have sought to explain observed trajectories as solutions to optimization problems. Criteria that have been proposed include min-



imization of jerk (Flash and Hogan, 1985), minimization of rate of change of torque (Uno et al. 1989) and minimization of travel costs (Rosenbaum et al. 1995). There is no inconsistency in adopting both approaches: one planning strategy may be preferred to another because the trajectories it generates approximate better to the solutions of an optimization problem. Nevertheless, the paper is concerned only with optimization. It presents and tests the hypothesis that the trajectories we use minimize the metabolic energy cost of movement. It would be possible to determine subjects’ metabolic rates by measuring oxygen consumption while they made repeated arm movements. However, it would be difficult to train subjects to use non-preferred trajectories, and even more difficult to be sure that the conscious effort of using these trajectories was not itself increasing energy costs. Instead, metabolic energy costs will be predicted by mathematical modelling, using empirical equations established by experiments with isolated muscles. This approach resembles that of Rosenbaum et al. (1995), who proposed that movement patterns are chosen to minimize travel costs. However, their costs were not defined in terms of energy, and their calculations took no account of the physiological properties of the body. Indeed, they were able to estimate several parameters ( joint expenses, and spatial error weight) only by fitting the model to observed movement patterns.



2 The model This section explains how metabolic costs of muscle action can be calculated, shows how alternative trajectories can be explored in a systematic way, and then presents the model arm used for the calculations. 2.1 Calculating metabolic costs The model will enable us to calculate the angular velocities of the shoulder and elbow, and the moments exerted by their muscles, at each stage of a movement. From these, metabolic costs will be calculated.
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Ma and Zahalak (1991) collated measurements of the metabolic rates of active muscles shortening or being stretched at known rates. They present metabolic rates as functions of force and rate of shortening, but it is more convenient in this paper to express them in terms of moments and angular velocities. The metabolic rate P of a uniarticular muscle while it is shortening at a rate that gives its joint angular velocity hQ is given by hQ U(hQ /hQ ) (1) *40 .!9 .!9 where M is the moment the muscle would exert if *40 contracting isometrically, and hQ is the angular velocity .!9 corresponding to the muscle’s maximum (unloaded) shortening speed. Empirical data for the function U are shown in Ma and Zahalak’s fig. 9, and are well fitted by the following equations. When the muscle is doing positive work (that is, when the moment it exerts and its angular velocity have the same sign) P"M



U(hQ /hQ



)"0.23!0.16 exp (!8hQ /hQ ) (2A) .!9 .!9 and when it is doing negative work (moment and angular velocity have opposite signs) U(hQ /hQ



)"0.01!0.11 (hQ /hQ )#0.06 exp (23hQ /hQ ) .!9 .!9 .!9 (2B)



(Fig. 1A). The data in Ma and Zahalak’s fig. 9 include two sets of data obtained by Hill for the energy cost of positive work. Equation (2A) has been fitted to the later and better of these, from Hill (1964). For most movements, only some of the muscles’ motor units need be activated. To use (1) we need to know the isometric moment for the part of the muscle that is activated, at each stage of the movement. The faster the muscle is shortening, the more of it must be activated to exert a given moment. Standard force-velocity equations (van Leeuwen 1992) have been converted to moment-angular velocity equations (Fig. 1B), then rearranged to give the isometric moment for the part of the muscle that must be activated, to generate a required moment M and angular velocity hQ . If the moment and angular velocity have the same sign, the muscle is doing positive work and M "M(hQ #GhQ )/(hQ !hQ ) (3A) *40 .!9 .!9 (Note that hQ cannot exceed hQ .) If, however, the moment .!9 and angular velocity have opposite signs, the muscle is doing negative work and M "M (hQ !7.6 GhQ )/(hQ !13.6 GhQ ! 0.8hQ ) *40 .!9 .!9



(3B)



The factor G in these equations is the reciprocal of the parameter called a/P by Woledge et al. (1985). In the 0 calculations we will take G"4, a typical value for moderately fast muscles. Winters and Stark (1985) have collected empirical values of hQ for the muscles of human joints, including .!9 the elbow but not the shoulder. They give 22 rad/s for flexion of the elbow and 28 rad/s for extension. These



Fig. 1A, B. Physiological properties of muscle. A The metabolic rate function U plotted against relative shortening speed hQ /hQ (2A, 2B). .!9 B Relative joint moment M/M plotted against relative shortening *40 speed hQ /hQ (3A, 3B) .!9



values were determined during maximal efforts and presumably reflect the properties of the fastest motor units. However, the movements to be simulated are neither very fast nor very forceful and would presumably be performed by slower motor units. Rome et al. (1990) have shown that muscle fibres of very different intrinsic speeds occur in the same muscle, and Burke et al. (1973) have shown that fibre properties are uniform, within each motor unit. For this reason, in most of the simulations I have made hQ only 15 rad/s both for the flexors and .!9 for the extensors of the elbow. The same value is used for the flexors and extensors of the shoulder, for which Winters and Stark (1985) give no information. 2.2 Describing trajectories Consider a joint which is initially at rest with angle h . 1 At time zero it starts to move, and it comes to rest again at angle h after time ¹ (Fig. 2A). Possible 2 time courses for its angular velocity hQ can be described with complete generality by a Fourier series of the form hQ "b sin (nt/¹ )#b sin (2nt/¹ ) 1 2 #b sin (3nt/¹ )#· · · (4) 3 where t is time and b , b , b are constants. (This series 1 2 3 has no cosine terms because it is required to be zero at times zero and ¹.) With an infinite number of terms, this series could describe any time course for the motion with perfect accuracy. However, to make the problem of finding optimum trajectories tractable, we must use a truncated series and be content with approximate solutions. We expect that optimum trajectories will be smooth, and note that muscle properties will not allow very high angular velocities or accelerations to be attained. This implies that the early terms in the series (the lower harmonics) will be the important ones. In most cases we will use series of just two terms: hQ "(n/¹ ) [0.5(h !h ) sin (nt/¹ )#D sin (2nt/¹ )] (5) 2 1 If D is zero, the angular velocity hQ rises to a peak and falls again like a half cycle of a sine curve. If D/(h !h ) is 2 1
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Fig. 2A–E. The model. A is an example of a graph of joint angle against time (5), showing the deviation D. B, C How dimensions and angles are defined. D, E The two arrangements of muscles. In D all muscles are uniarticular but in E elbow muscles are biarticular



positive, the angular velocity reaches its peak early in the movement and if D/(h !h ) is negative the angular 2 1 velocity reaches its peak late (Fig. 2A). Thus different values of D/(h !h ), for the two joints will make them 2 1 reach peak angular velocities at different times. In effect, D enables us to vary the timing of the movements. The significance of the factors in (5) becomes more clearly apparent when it is integrated to give the joint angle h: h"h #0.5 (h !h ) [1!cos(nt/¹ )] 1 2 1 #0.5 D [1!cos (2nt/¹ )]



(6)



Thus the angle h equals h at time zero and h at ¹ ; and 1 2 midway through the movement at time ¹/2, h is greater than the mean of h and h by D (Fig. 2A). The angle 1 2 D will be referred to as the deviation because it tells us by how much graphs of joint angle against time deviate from a simple cosine relationship. We will compare different trajectories between the same end points by varying D. The angular acceleration h® is obtained by differentiating (5): h$ "(n/¹ )2 [0.5 (h !h ) cos (nt/¹ )#2D cos (2nt/¹ )] 2 1 (7) In one section, we will try the effect of adding a third term to the series. Equation (5) will then become hQ "(n/¹ ) [0.5 (h !h ) sin (nt/¹ )#D sin (2nt/¹ ) 2 1 #E sin (3nt/¹ )] (5A) Positive values of E give flat-topped or even two-humped velocity profiles and negative values give bell-shaped profiles (Fig. 3B). 2.3 The model arm The model arm (Fig. 2B, C) has just two moveable joints—the shoulder and the elbow—and is restricted to movement in a vertical plane parallel to the median plane. The upper arm (whose dimensions are distinguished by subscript u) has length s ("0.32 m), mass m 6 6



Fig. 3A, B. Graphs of the angular velocity of a joint against time, showing the effects of the coefficients D and E (5 and 5A). A D is given the values shown while E remains zero; B D remains zero while E is given the values shown. The range of movement, (h !h ), is 900 2 1 throughout



("2.0 kg) and moment of inertia I ("0.021 kg m2). Its 6 centre of mass is distant r ("0.14 m) from the shoulder 6 joint. The forearm (subscript f) has mass m ("1.1 kg) & and moment of inertia I ("0.007 kg m2) and has its & centre of mass distant r ("0.11 m) from the elbow. The & hand is a point mass m (0.4 kg plus any load carried by it) at a distance s ("0.33 m) from the elbow. These dimen& sions, masses and moments of inertia are based on data for adults given by Winter (1990). Anatomical restrictions on the ranges of joint angles are taken from Murrell (1965). The angle of the elbow (h , e Fig. 2C) can vary from 0° to 150°. The angle h of the s shoulder will be taken to be zero when the arm is pointing down towards the feet, and its permitted range will be !45° to 180°. Deviations D that would take joints outside these ranges will not be used. The shoulder is located at the origin of a Cartesian coordinate system. At time t the centre of mass of the hand is at (x, y); that of the forearm at (x , y ); that of the & & upper arm at (x , y ); and the elbow at (x , y ). These 6 6 e e coordinates and their time derivatives are easily expressed as functions of r , s , r , s and the angles h 6 6 & & s and h . %
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We need to know the moments M at the shoulder 4 and M at the elbow. % M "x m (y( #g)#x m (y( #g)#xm(y( #g) s 6 6 6 & & & !y m x¨ !y m x¨ !ymx¨ #I h® #I (h® #h® ) 6 6 6 & & & 6 4 & 4 % (8) M "(x !x ) m (y( #g)#(x!x ) m(y( #g) % & % & & % !(y !y ) m x¨ !(y!y ) mx¨ #I (h® #h® ) & % & & % & 4 %



(9)



2.4 Disposition of muscles In each simulation, the arm has two antagonistic pairs of muscles. At any instant, only one muscle of each pair is active, depending on the senses of the moments about the joints. In the simpler of the two arrangements that will be considered all the muscles are uniarticular (Fig. 2D); there is a flexor and an extensor muscle at the shoulder, and similarly at the elbow. In the human body the shoulder and the elbow have uniarticular muscles, but two major arm muscles (biceps brachii and the long head of the triceps) are biarticular, crossing both joints. Accordingly, in some simulations the flexor and extensor of the elbow are biarticular, acting also as a flexor and an extensor of the shoulder (Fig. 2E). In the uniarticular case, when the flexor of the shoulder is active the moment M and angular velocity hQ of the 4 4 shoulder are used in (1) to (3) to calculate the metabolic power this muscle uses. When the extensor of the shoulder is active, !M and !hQ are used to calculate its 4 4 metabolic power. Similarly, M or!M , and hQ or !hQ % % % % are used to calculate the metabolic power of the elbow muscles. In the case of biarticular elbow muscles (Fig. 2E), these are assumed, for simplicity, to have equal moment arms at the two joints. Thus the active biarticular muscle exerts a moment M both about the elbow and about the % shoulder, and the active uniarticular shoulder muscle is required to exert only (M !M ). The biarticular muscle 4 % shortens at the same rate as though one joint only were moving, with angular velocity (hQ #hQ ), and the uniar% 4 ticular muscle at a rate corresponding to the angular velocity hQ of the shoulder. Thus the moment and angular 4 velocity used in (1) to (3) to calculate metabolic power are $M and $(hQ #hQ ) for the active biarticular muscle % % 4 and $(M !M ) and$hQ for the active uniarticular 4 % 4 muscle.



increments of the movement. Equations (8) and (9) are used to calculate the moments about the joints. These angular velocities and moments are used to calculate the metabolic power used by the active muscles during each increment, as explained in Sect. 2.4. Power is integrated over the complete trajectory and the metabolic energies used by the individual muscles are added together to obtain the total energy cost of the trajectory. The program gives an error message if, at any stage of the movement, the maximum angular velocity (hQ ) of the .!9 muscles of either joint is exceeded. For each selected task (defined by the initial and final joint angles, the load and the time) the deviations for the two joints are varied to find the values that minimize metabolic energy cost.



3 Results The model calculates energy costs for arm movements in a vertical plane, parallel to the median plane. It will be used to predict optimum (energy-minimizing) trajectories between the four pairs of end points used in Atkeson and Hollerbach’s (1985) experiment. These will be compared with the trajectories observed in the experiments. 3.1 Dependence of energy cost on trajectory Figure 4 shows calculated costs for a movement of duration 0.5 s, from Atkeson and Hollerbach’s (1985) position 1 to their position 5. This involves moving the hand almost horizontally forward: the continuous lines in Fig. 5A show the initial and final positions of the arm. Figure 4A and B refer to the model with uniarticular elbow muscles (Fig. 2D) and the one with biarticular elbow muscles (Fig. 2E), respectively. The axes represent deviations [D, (6)] for the elbow and shoulder, including



2.5 Computation A program on a desk-top computer uses (1) to (9) to calculate the energy costs of trajectories. Initial and final angles, and deviations (D, Fig. 2A) are specified for the shoulder and elbow. The time ¹ in which the movement is to be completed, and the mass of any load to be carried in the hand, are specified. Equations (5) to (7) are used to calculate joint angles and their derivatives, for successive



Fig. 4.A, B. These graphs show energy costs for all possible trajectories of duration 0.5 s, between the end points illustrated in Fig. 5A. The axes show deviations for the elbow (D ) and for the shoulder (D ), and % 4 the contours show metabolic energy costs. Minima are marked by stars. Hatched areas represent trajectories in which the maximum shortening speeds of one or more muscles would be exceeded. A refers to the model with uniarticular elbow muscles (Fig. 2D) and B to the model with biarticular muscles (Fig. 2E)
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Fig. 5A–D. Optimum trajectories between four different pairs of end points, for four different times (0.35, 0.5, 0.7 and 1.0 s). Points show hand positions at intervals of one fifth of the movement duration: hollow symbols refer to the uniarticular model and filled symbols to the biarticular one. Movements are directed forward (A) or upward (B–D). The end points imitate Atkeson and Hollerbach (1985, fig. 1): A represents movement from their point 1 to point 5, B from point 2 to point 6, C from point 3 to point 7, and D from point 4 to point 8



in each case the whole range of possible values. If the elbow deviation were less than !30°, the elbow angle would become negative (i.e. the joint would be hyperextended) during part of the trajectory, and if the deviation exceeded #79° the elbow would be bent beyond the anatomical limit of 150°. Similarly, shoulder deviations outside the range!80° to#137° would require anatomically impossible positions. Within each graph is a region indicated by hatching, representing trajectories which are not prevented by joint anatomy but are physiologically impossible: they could not be executed without exceeding



the maximum angular shortening speeds (hQ ) of one or .!9 more muscles. In the remaining areas of the graphs, each point represents a feasible trajectory. The contours show metabolic energy costs for these trajectories. In each case, they show just one minimum. For the model with uniarticular elbow muscles (Fig. 4A) the optimum trajectory has an elbow deviation D of 35° and a shoulder deviation D of % 4 5°. For the model with biarticular shoulder muscles (Fig. 4B) the optimum is at D "5°, D "5°. In this latter % 4 case, the minimum is rather flat: quite large changes of elbow deviation would alter energy costs only a little. The minimum energy cost is a little lower for the biarticular model (14 J) than for the uniarticular one (18 J). This movement requires work to increase potential energy and to accelerate arm segments. When it is performed by the uniarticular model, the requirement for (metabolically expensive) positive work is increased because at some stages the muscles are working against each other, the elbow flexor doing negative work while the shoulder flexor is doing positive work. This wasteful necessity is avoided in the biarticular model. Now that we have shown that the model predicts optimum trajectories for given movements, we will compare these optima with observed movements. Figure 5 shows optimum trajectories for four different pairs of end points, and for four different times. A, B, C and D correspond to the similarly lettered movements in Atkeson and Hollerbach’s (1985) fig. 4. In every case the direction of movement is forward (i.e. towards the right of the figure) or upward. Atkeson and Hollerbach (1985) report that their subjects completed the movements in about 0.4 s (when told to move fast) to 1.2 s (when told to move slowly). Figure 5 shows optimum trajectories for durations of 0.35, 0.5, 0.7 and 1.0 s. The shortest and longest of these times have been made a little shorter than the typical fast and slow times observed in the experiment because in the model (unlike the experiment) muscles are activated and deactivated instantaneously. Details of these optimum trajectories are given in Table 1.



Table 1. Deviations for elbow and shoulder movements (D , D ; deg) and metabolic energy costs (J) for the optimum trajectories % 4 shown in Fig. 5 Movement



Model



Deviations (D , D ) and energy costs for times % 4 0.35 s



0.5 s



0.7 s



1.0 s



A



Uniarticular Biarticular



(25°, 0°), 19 J (10°, 0°), 15 J



(35°, 5°), 18 J (5°, 5°), 14 J



(38°, 13°), 19 J (20°,!18°), 15 J



(40°, 25°), 22 J (50°,!55°), 15 J



B



Uniarticular Biarticular



(45°,!5°), 31 J (20°, 0°), 28 J



(35°, 5°), 26 J (10°, 0°), 22 J



(45°, 10°), 28 J (18°,!10°), 23 J



(15°, 15°), 30 J (43°,!13°), 24 J



C



Uniarticular Biarticular



(20°, 0°), 18 J (10°, 0°), 18 J



(10°, 0°), 18 J (10°,!5°), 17 J



(5°,!10°), 19 J (25°,!25°), 17 J



(5°,!25°), 21 J (65°,!60°), 18 J



D



Uniarticular Biarticular



(!5°, 5°), 18 J (!5°, 5°), 19 J



(0°, 5°), 16 J (10°,!5°), 15 J



(20°,!5°), 17 J (18°,!5°), 16 J



(35°,!5°), 19 J (85°,!110°), 16 J



Deviations have been determined with a precision of $5°
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3.2 Fast movements We will look first at the optimum trajectories for fairly fast movements, completed in 0.35 s. For movement A (Fig. 5) the optimum trajectories for these times involve the hand moving along a curved path for the model with only uniarticular muscles, but along a straight path for the one with biarticular muscles. Atkeson and Hollerbach’s (1985) subjects moved their hand along approximately straight or slightly S-shaped paths, in this task. The optimum trajectory for the biarticular model is not only the more similar to the observed trajectory, but also uses less energy than the optimum for the uniarticular model. For movement B, the uniarticular model predicts optimum trajectories in which the hand moves along a concave curve, but the biarticular one predicts slightly convex curves. The observed trajectories (Atkeson and Hollerbach 1985) resemble the biarticular predictions. Again, the biarticular model gives lower minimum energy costs. For movement C with a time of 0.35 s, the uniarticular model predicts an S-shaped path for the hand and the biarticular one a convex path, but the energy costs are almost identical. For a time of 0.5 s, both models predict convex paths and the biarticular one needs less energy. Atkeson and Hollerbach’s (1985) subjects moved their hands along convex paths. For movement D, optimum hand paths are strongly convex and almost identical for the two models. Energy costs are slightly less for the uniarticular model when the time is 0.35 s, and for the biarticular one when it is 0.5 s. Atkeson and Hollerbach’s (1985) subjects moved their hands along quite strongly convex paths. Graphs of the speed of the hand against time are shown for optimum trajectories of the biarticular model in Fig. 8 (filled symbols). They differ from the bell-shaped speed profiles observed by Atkeson and Hollerbach (1985) in that the acceleration (the gradient of the graph) changes instantaneously at the beginning and end of each movement. This is possible because the simple model presented here ignores the time required to activate and deactivate the muscles. This subsection has shown that optimum trajectories predicted by the biarticular model for fairly fast movements in all cases closely resemble the trajectories observed by Atkeson and Hollerbach (1985), but that those predicted by the uniarticular model resemble the observed trajectories only in the cases of movements C and D. 3.3 Slow movements Now we will consider slower movements, taking 0.7 or 1.0 s. In these, inertial moments are smaller than in fast movements but gravitational moments remain unchanged. We will see that predicted optimum movements tend to be modified in ways that reduce the gravitational moments acting about the joints. For movements A and B (Fig. 5) performed slowly, optimum trajectories for the uniarticular model involve raising the hand high above the target position. By delay-



ing extension of the elbow [i.e. by using negative values of D/(h !h ): see Sect. 2.2], large gravitational moments 2 1 are delayed until very late in the movement. Optimum slow trajectories for the biarticular model, for movements A and B, involve delaying the forward movement of the hand, or even withdrawing it a little before the forward movement. Again, the effect is to keep gravitational moments low for longer. For movements C and D, optimum slow trajectories for the uniarticular model follow paths that are only a little different from those of optimum fast trajectories. However, the timing is different, as the spacing of points along the paths in Fig. 5 shows. For 1-s movements, the hand lingers near the starting position (in C) or near the target position (in D): in each case, this is the end of the path at which gravitational moments are lower. For the biarticular model, optimum 1-s movements C and D involve drawing the hand close in to the body (reducing gravitational moments) in mid-trajectory. Atkeson and Hollerbach (1985) observed very similar trajectories for slow and fast movements, in all four cases A, B, C and D. In contrast, Fig. 5 suggests that very different trajectories should be used for different speeds of movement. It will be shown in Sect. 3.5 that this discrepancy can be resolved if slower muscle fibres are used to power slower movements. For all the movements of 0.7 or 1.0 s duration, minimum energy costs predicted by the biarticular model are lower than for the uniarticular model. The optimum trajectory of the biarticular model for movement D changes abruptly between durations of 0.9 s and 1.0 s. This involves a bifurcation: a local minimum becomes the global minimum and vice versa. 3.4 Reversed and loaded movements Figure 6 shows the effects of various changes on optimum trajectories for 0.5-s movements. The diagrams on the left show the same optimum trajectories as were shown in Fig. 5. The next column shows optimum trajectories for the reverse of the same movement. They resemble the forward movements, except in the case of the biarticular model for movement A, where the hand is raised higher than in the forward movement. Atkeson and Hollerbach (1985) found marked path differences between upward and downward movements for two of their subjects, but not for the other three. (They show this only for movement C.) Figure 6 also shows optimum trajectories for forward or upward movements, with a 2-kg load in the hand. They are little different from optimum unloaded trajectories. Similarly, Atkeson and Hollerbach (1985) found that trajectories were not appreciably changed by hand-held loads of 0.9 kg or 1.8 kg. 3.5 Effects of muscle properties In all the cases considered so far, the maximum angular shortening speeds hQ of the muscles have been taken to .!9 be 15 rad/s. The diagrams on the right-hand side of Fig. 6 show the effect of increasing this to 25 rad/s. These
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Fig. 6A, C. Optimum trajectories for movement in 0.5 s between endpoint pairs A and C (Fig. 5). The movements are made as in Fig. 5; in the reverse direction; with a 2-kg load in the hand; and with faster muscles. Other details as in Fig. 5



model is capable of predicting observed trajectories if it is given slower muscles when the movement is to be performed slowly. In Sect. 4 we will consider the possibility that slower muscle fibres are recruited for slower movements. The effect of making one pair of muscles faster than the other was also tried. This was done for movements A and C, with a duration in each case of 0.5 s. Instead of giving all the muscles maximum shortening speeds of 15 rad/s, the uniarticular shoulder muscles were given a speed of 10 rad/s and the elbow muscles 20 rad/s; or the uniarticular shoulder muscles were given 20 rad/s and the elbow muscles 10 rad/s. These changes affected optimum deviations only a little (by 5° or less, in all but one case), and also changed minimum costs very little. In every case, the minimum energy cost for the biarticular model remained lower than for the uniarticular model.



3.6 Results with three-term series



Fig. 7A–D. Optimum trajectories for the same four movements as in Fig. 5, when performed slowly (in 1.0 s) with slower muscles (7 rad/s). Other details as in Fig. 5



optimum trajectories for faster muscles with a duration of 0.5 s resemble the optimum trajectories for the slower muscles with a duration of 0.7 s (compare Fig. 5). Calculations were also performed with slower muscles, with maximum angular shortening speeds of only 7 rad/s. Figure 7 shows that with such slow muscles, optimum trajectories for 1.0-s movements of the biarticular model are very similar to those for 0.5-s movements with faster muscles (Fig. 5). They resemble the trajectories observed by Atkeson and Hollerbach (1985) at all speeds of movement. Thus the biarticular



In all the calculations presented so far, the Fourier series describing angular velocities have been limited to two terms (5). In this section we allow three terms (5A). Whereas up to now we have had to optimize just two coefficients for each task (the deviations D for the two joints), we now have to optimize four (D and E for shoulder and elbow). The procedure used has been to find the optimum values of D with E set to zero for both joints; then with D held at these values find the optimum values of E; then with E held at these values find new optimum values of D; and so on, revising D and E alternately until iteration gave no further improvement. These calculations were performed for the four tasks of Fig. 5, for a time of 0.5 s. Energy savings, compared with the optima for two-term series, ranged from zero to 6%. In every case, the biarticular model gave lower energy costs than the uniarticular one. Results for the biarticular model are shown in Fig. 8, where they are compared with the corresponding results for two-term



Fig. 8A–D. Comparison of optimum trajectories for the biarticular model, calculated using the three-term series [(5A); hollow symbols] with those obtained using the two-term series [(5), filled symbols]. The movements are between the same end points as in Fig. 5, and are performed in 0.5 s in every case. The upper diagrams show hand paths and the lower graphs show the speed of the hand plotted against time
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series. The optimum trajectory for movement C is unchanged, and there is very little change for movement B. The optimum hand path for movement A has become slightly S-shaped, very like some of Atkeson and Hollerbach’s (1985) records. The velocity profiles for A and D have changed appreciably but have not become any more like the observed profiles, which were bell-shaped as distinct from being shaped like half sine waves. It should be noted that the optima for the three-term series were very flat; quite a wide range of combinations of values of D and E for the two joints gave almost identical energy costs. This made it difficult to locate the optima precisely. 4 Discussion We will return to these results for three-term series, but for the present we will consider only the two-term results which are the main subject of this paper. Calculated optimum trajectories for fairly fast movements (duration 0.35 or 0.5 s, Fig. 5) are closely similar to observed trajectories when the biarticular model is used, but for movements A and B the uniarticular model predicts quite different optimum trajectories. Thus the biarticular model is the better predictor of trajectories. More specifically, the biarticular model correctly predicts the relatively straight path for a horizontal movement, and convex paths for more vertical movements, that Atkeson and Hollerbach (1985) observed. Though this result emerges clearly from the mathematics, I am unable to offer any explanation in words as to why this should be. Mathematics is a much more reliable tool than verbal argument for analysing complex systems. There is no obvious reason for expecting the biarticular model to be more successful than the uniarticular one. In the movements studied by Atkeson and Hollerbach (1985), with the hand in a semiprone position (see their fig. 2) both the biarticular biceps muscle and the uniarticular brachialis and brachioradialis were probably active (Basmajian and Latif 1957). Atkeson and Hollerbach (1985) found that slow trajectories resembled fast ones, both in paths (their fig. 6A) and in tangential velocity profile (their fig. 3). The results presented in Fig. 5 suggested that slow trajectories should be quite different from fast ones in these respects. However, these results were all obtained for muscles with the same maximum angular shortening speed of 15 rad/s. Figure 7 shows that for the biarticular model, energyminimizing trajectories for slow (1.0 s) movements powered by slow (7 rad/s) muscles are very similar to those for faster (0.35 or 0.5 s) movements with fast (15 rad/s) muscles. It is possible that slower motor units may be recruited for slower movements. Muscle fibres with maximum shortening speeds differing by a factor of 5 or even 10 may be found within the same muscle (Fitts et al. Gardetto 1989; Rome et al. 1990). With muscles of maximum angular shortening speeds of 15 rad/s, the model predicts lower energy costs for the movements considered in this paper when they are completed in 0.5 s than when they are performed faster or slower (Table 1).



Slower movements could be performed more economically by slower muscles. However, slow muscles cannot perform fast movements. Several of the movements considered in this paper could not be completed in 0.35 s by slow (7 rad/s) muscles, because their maximum shortening speeds would be exceeded. Atkeson and Hollerbach (1985) found that upward trajectories were very similar to downward ones, for some subjects but not for others. This inconsistency makes it difficult to draw conclusions about the effect of movement direction on trajectory. They also found that hand-held loads affected trajectories very little. This is consistent with results from the model (Fig. 6). One of the assumptions of the model is that antagonistic muscles are not active simultaneously. If they were, they would do work against each other and metabolic costs would be greater. Co-contraction of antagonistic muscles can give an advantage in very precise movements by reducing the effective compliance of tendons (Rack and Ross 1984), but this advantage seems unlikely to have applied in Atkeson and Hollerbach’s experiments, in which ‘subjects were told not to worry about the fine accuracy of the movement’. The biarticular model using two-term series is encouragingly successful in predicting arm trajectories, and we might have hoped for even better predictions from the more general three-term series. In two cases, however, the three-term series gave less good predictions for the velocity profile (Fig. 8A, D). It is possible that more terms are needed to match the observed bell-shaped profiles. Alternatively, the low initial and final gradients of the bell shapes may arise not as a solution to an optimization problem but be due simply to the impossibility of activating and deactivating muscles instantaneously. It was not thought profitable to extend the calculations to series of more than three terms because even with three terms the optima were very flat. One of the objections that may be made to the hypothesis is that if movements in any case use little energy, little advantage is gained by minimizing energy costs. To that may be replied that even small savings may be helpful, and that if the principle of minimizing costs is applied not merely to the reaching movements examined in this paper but to the majority of body movements, the scope for saving may be substantial. It should of course be remembered that for some actions, performance is a much more plausible criterion than energy economy. Athletic jumping and throwing provide obvious examples (Alexander 1990, 1991). Neither the optimization hypothesis presented in this paper, nor any previous one, is wholly successful in explaining arm trajectories. The minimum jerk hypothesis (Flash and Hogan 1985) explains bell-shaped tangential velocity profiles but not curved hand paths, and the advantage of minimizing jerk is evident only in special circumstances (such as moving a cup of coffee without spilling). The hypothesis of minimum rate of change of torque (Uno et al. 1989) explains some movements less well (Flash 1990), and it is not clear what advantage is to be gained by keeping torque change rates low. The knowledge models (Rosenbaum et al. 1995), which postulate
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minimization of travel costs and spatial error costs, incorporate the assumption that joints have bell-shaped angular velocity profiles, and the calculation of costs depends on fitting parameters to observed movement patterns. However, the models discussed in this paragraph have achieved a fair degree of success in predicting arm movements. Different cost functions may predict similar optimum movements, either by chance or on account of some undetected correlation between them. The hypothesis of minimum metabolic cost is attractive because it seems potentially applicable to a very wide variety of movements, of all parts of the body, and because it is firmly rooted in muscle physiology. It seems to merit further investigation, but the results presented in this paper are insufficient to establish it or to displace its rivals. Acknowledgement. I am grateful to Dr David Rosenbaum for arousing my interest in this topic, and for discussions. I have also benefited from the comments of a percipient referee.
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